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I. Complete the headlines by choosing the correct answer from the options below each: 

1. Suicide blast kills 2 in Pak market. 

A suicide blast ____2 in Pak Market and wounded 70 others. 

a. kills                            c. had killed 

b. was killed                   d. killed 

2.NRI gets jail sentence in $200 m healthcare scam. 

An Indian American man____in $200m healthcare scam. 

a. Was sentenced to jail               c. will go to jail 

b. Got jail                                     d. was to go to jail 

3.School bound  girl crushed by mini truck. 

An 11 year old girl____by a mini truck yesterday near Gokulpuri wounding her cousin. 

a. Shall crush                            c. shall be crushed  

b. Was crushed                         d. crushed 

4. AI employees threaten to strike 

An Air India employees today ____to(go on)strike from December 26,2011 against 

management’s withdrawing certain facilities. 

a. threaten                                        c. were threaten 

b. had to threaten                             d. will be threatened 

II. Choose the best word from the options: 

Life is (a)_______(both,so,then) a sad and a joyful experience.(b)______(All,Many,Every)one 

undergoes these experiences in his life. But these ___(c)(is,are,were) great for the eldest one in 

the family. It is_____(d)( because,thus,therefore) the eldest has more responsibilities for(e) 

_______(other,another,too) family members. They worry for the food and the clothing for them. 

It(f)______(is,was,were) their moral duty to do these duties because they are the eldest. Their 

pleasures are equally great. They get love, respect and affection from(g)_______(every,all,other) 

the members 

 



III.Rearrange the following words to form meaningful sentences: 

1.an/flattery/which/can be/is/art/mastered/easily 

2.this art/always/is/a master/subtle/of 

3.everybody/excel/at flattery/not/can 

 

IV. The following passage has not been edited. There is one error in each line. Write the 

incorrect and correct word:                                  Incorrect                          Correct 

 

Man has been used garlic since ancient times                             

to add flavor in food. Garlic have a powerful smell 

but a pungent taste. The Roman soldiers believing 

that it helped them to being more courageous and 

stronger, so they make it a 

point to including it in their regular diet 

 

V.The following passage has not been edited. There is one error in each line. Identify the   

error and write it along with the correction in the answer sheet. The first one has been done                                                                                                    

                                                                                        Incorrect                            Correct                         

During a summer holiday I accompanied my                      a                                         the 

Friend from his village. It was a small place consisting     

Of about 200 houses. The villagers are simple people    

And very hospitable. The natural scenery or fresh                                    

Air were very soothing. I stayed here for three days                                   

And enjoyed myself in the lap of nature 

 

 

 

 

 


